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An extensive program to analyse critical
systems using an Improved
Monte Carlo Renormalization Group Wthod (IJKllG)[~lbeing undertaken at LANL
and Cornell is described.
Here we first breifly review the method and
then list some of the topics being investigated.

I)INTRODUCTION TO AfCJ?C
Renonntlizstion
Group (RG) 12]iBm generml framework for studying -ystems nemrtheircnticd
point
where s]] length scales are impotiant. The scaling properties associated with cecond order phase transitions
●nd the univerd crit.icsl ●xponents have been calculated for many systems ●ither ●alytically or by the
Monte Carlo RG (MCRC)
12,3,4,5) method. The idea is as follows: Consider s magnetic s~tem conoistin~
of spins {s) on the sites of ● d - dimensional lattice L describ.d by ● Hamiltonisn H with ●I1 pmsib!e
couplingc {Ke},
411 thermodynamic
quwttities can be found from ● detailed knowledgt of the putition
function
z = Tr e-n u Tr Cx”s”
(1)

where S- are the intersctiorm.
are genertted with tbc Boltsmann
h, the stmidsrd MCRC method 13,4,5,6], the spin con6gurstiont
spin{s’)
de6ned on [he -itec ofs sublattice
interaction
of
block
factor e ‘R, The renomntlized theov -LI with lsttice spacilig h timeti thst of L -- u de6ned by
(2)
where the projection operator P(sl, s) (Ao called the renonnulis~tkn group trtnsformstion (I?GT’)) shou!d
integrate out the short dimtanue 19uctuatiorw but leave the long dhttnce physic~ unchanged. ILsmtis6es the
constraint

independent of the state {s). This gusranteet thot tht two theoriec htve the mrne psrtition function.
Renotmdi:~tion group is the study of the transformation H 1 = R(H) defined on the opmccof coupling
const~nts, {H.), of the model. At d 6xed Pointo M“ which h~v~ s diver~ent conei~tion length, the theory
if ccsle invwitnt. Thi~ ia the source of the scaling functions obsemed in thermodynamic systems. A certmi,t

“

~ .-*

.

neithborhoodt the set of critical points in the couplint space, form the domain of ●ttraction of the 6xed
point. The Ions distance physics of all theories ●ttracted by a given 6xed point is the same tind under ●
RCT ● critical Hamiltonian Ilowt to the 6xed point with the ra~t of 00W given by the inelevant ●
igenvaluea.
The relevant eigtnvaluc(s) give the rate of flow ●way from ~!~e6xcd point (along the urmtabh direction) ●nd
●re rehted to the critical ●
xponent(s) v. In the stsndard MCRG method 16]these ●re calculated from the
●igenvalues of the Iinearked transfonrmtion matrix T~p which is de6ned to be
(4)
Each of the two terms on the right ii

●

connected ?-point comelation function

a(s:)

“.

1=

~J(;-

(s:s;-’) -

(s:)(s;-1)

.

“.

(s)

.

and
*

=

(s:s;)

- (s:)(s;)”.

(6)

B

the expectation values on the rJth renormslised lattice snd J(L!are the corresponding -. couplincs..
The exponent v is found from the leading eigenvalue A of Tgd u
Here (S2)
--- ●re

h b

(6)

‘“ii-i

whert b js uhe scale factor of the RC?’. The ●ccuracy of the calculated exponerws improves if they are
evaluated close to the 6xed point. This em be ●
chieved by starting from ● critical point- ●nd Mocking the
lattice ● sufhcient number of times, The convergence is therefore limited by the stinting lattice sise and
can be improved if H m ix u-cd in the update. Thus itia important to determine the renonnalized couplings
{Kn). The Achilles heel of this method is that M yet no way h known to detemine the errom in the
exponents obtained ft an ● truncated set of matrices.
2) IMPROVED
.

h the Improved MCRC

A4CRC

method the con6gurations (t)

●e

generated with the weight

where MS is ● gUQMior the H‘. Using both site snd block coupIings eliminates the long tbne comlAons
due to a di~ergent comelstion length. If MO= Hi, then the block tpint ●e completely uncomelated ●nd

(s:) = @

(~!s))

= nm6ep

(8)

where for the Ising model (and most other models) the integer rimh simply a count of the number of terms
(multiplicity) of int~ractiun type Sat When He # ff~, the~ to 6r9t order

●nd u~int ~.

~8), the renormalised couplings {K!)

●re

determined with ro truncation emort

●s

(lo)
igcnvdueh
This procedure can he i(wsted using H n - ~ u the npin H in Eq, (7) to ~nd Jfn, If the kelevant ●
●re small, then ●fker two or thr~e r~petitions of th~ RCTI the mquence H“ converges te the 6xad point

**
.

the

update.
.

This second limitation

modification

that

a

allows a direct

can be avoided by the following
calculation

of them~renormalized

Ha&ltonian
~ . . Ia~. (?)@m H@-theguessfor
original npin~ ●nd the nt~ leuef block spins in the Boltsmmm weight

H”. Theupdate

nowinvolvestbe

(11)
The three Eqs, (8Q1O) ●e unchanged except that the Jcucl supemcipt is replaced by n, it. the nth level
bbck-bloch comelation matrix is diagonal ●nd given by M. (8)0 With this modi6cation, the only limitation
..
Ivft is the size of the ststiing lattice. “
. .
.
The crdculation o~ the LTAf proceeds exactly ~ in the standard MCRC i.e. Eqs. (4) to (6). Hcwever,
in th’~ limit H@= H 3, the block-block correlation matrix is diagonal ●nd given by Eq. (8). Thus it has no
!~nca\ion ●mor$, can be inve~ ed with impunity and h final LTM elements are ●}mI fr:e of ●ll tnmcation
~$~ry
errors. The only emor is in 6nding the eigenvalu,es of ●, truncsted matrix. A pert urbatio~
●

method to correct
site
(1)

(2)

(3)

this

error

is described

q. M.

To mmmarize, we 6nd that simulating
thesyst~m +ith stveral couplings and with both the block ●nd
dvantages ef this method:
spins does complicate the program but there ●a three very important ●
Generating configurations
ac~ording to Eq. (7) removes the long time correlations, so there ia ● VGV
)arge gain in statistics, i.e. thermal equilibrium is reached quickly ~nd the correlation between srcce~sive
sweeps is limited te a few (0[1)) passes .
Tht hardest part of such methods, an accurate calculation of (SJSJ) for many Jong range’interactions,
ia known exactly, Also in the evaluation of the Hl ●nd LTM, ● tmncation in the coupling constant
space does not affect the results because this mstrix is diagord.
This method extends ea.eily to Lattice Gsuge Theories and other spin models [ 1 ).

3)

I)

To

find the fixed points

CUFUWI’ PROJECTS

for the

d=2 and d=3 Ising models.

the effect of tuning the RGT. The important question
only when
here is : IS the fixed point moved along the redundant directions
exponents
the R~ is chfinged? Jf so, can the calculation of the critical
be improved by tuning the RGT.
2)

To investigate

3)

To obtain

the parameters of the effective field
applying IMCRG to non- abel ian gauge theories.

‘heorj es obtained by
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